
CUBS Vs Sox

I haven’t had a chance to blog much, but a few posts ago in my
“To Hellinois…  … And Back Again” blog series, I mentioned
that I might be partaking in a “very exciting, awesomely fun
event” to which I promised, “more on that later”.

Now that the event is definite, I am bursting with excitement,
so I will share –  hubby got us tickets to see the Chicago
Cubs play the White Sox LIVE!  I’ve been wanting to go to a
Cubs game for awhile (since our last visit to Wrigley in
2004), but last summer was out because I had a baby and
unscheduled surgery from which I had to recover.  So, June 28
at  Comisky  Park  US  Cellular  Field,  we  will  venture  into
Chicagoland once again to cheer on the Chicago Cubs while on
the turf of the Chicago White Sox – AWESOME!  My mom was nice
enough to agree to watch all 4 kids for the day (and the
eldest 3 for the rest of the week, BOOLYAH!), and the tickets
for the BIG GAME arrived in the mail the other day.

They accidentally got thrown away in the garbage with the junk
mail, but LUCKILY hubby was heads up and asked about the
whereabouts of the tickets.  That’s when I realized that I
probably had thrown them away – by accident of course!  Good
thing he asked when he did – the tickets were found not too
near the bottom of the garbage and salvaged, thank goodness!

But  anyway,  I  am  looking  forward  to  this  event  like  you
wouldn’t believe.  Not only is it LIVE baseball, but it’s MLB,
not AAA or AA.  And it’s the Cubs I get to go watch, and
they’re playing the SOX – their arch-rival (especially as far
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as I’m concerned – I HATE those White Sox!!!).  So I would say
yeah,  even  though  it’s  not  even  2  months  after  our  last
Chicago visit, this visit will be well worth it!  So watch 
for us – we’ll be decked out in Cubs gear to be sure to
properly invade the South Side Sox turf.  The game is at
12:05pm local time on June 28 – the last of a 3-game series
between the two teams, so it promises to be that much more
exciting!  It’s scheduled to be shown on WGN, so if you get
that channel, check it out, you just might see Taylhis and
Co.!

GO CUBS!!!!
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